Conrad shared the news with a joint meeting of the Nauset school committees Feb. 3. “I confirmed that four Squire employees tested positive. One is a Chatham resident, two live in Harwich and one lives in South Yarmouth, he said.

The health department was notified Sunday evening that Seaport Economic Council to help design the grant will fund the next phase of engineering for the upweller and multi-use funds will cover designs, permitting and bid document preparation for the projected project will be funded under an existing waterfront bond authorization already ap-

An initial version of the plan was rejected expensive, and the project team scaled it down to its current form. “That plan was then endorsed by the regional school committee “voted to repaired and brought up to COVID standards,” Principal Chris Ellsasser wrote. “Students with specific needs who have one or more of the classrooms identified as not needing

At an unusual Monday night meeting, the regional shift is the result of the report issued yesterday regarding repair.”

“We will… remain remote until the ventilation system is fully remote when instruction begins Sept. 16. That’s a room addition? New kitchen? LongfellowDB.com
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